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Abstract
The Manned Flight Simulator (MFS) at the Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division (formerly the Naval Air Test Center) was created to provide rapid response to a wide range of US Navy simulation requirements. The necessity to simulate any aircraft in the US Navy inventory stimulated the idea of creating "roll-in, roll-out" simulation bays that would accept any cockpit having standard geometric and electrical interfaces.
The capability to use any cockpit at any simulation bay in turn led to the need for a flexible and generic software package for simulating any airframe.
The Controls Analysis and Test Loop Environment.
(CASTLE) executive allows the user to easily generate and operate an aircraft simulation, while also providing a very powerful set of tools for simulation development and engineering analysis. Although the CASTLE package was originally designed to operate on Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) machines using the VMS operating system and DEC screen management software, recent developments include a MOTIF-based window interface environment and compatibility with the UNIX operating system. The CASTLE package is being proposed as a starting point for a standard airframe simulation package to satisfy US Navy requirements.
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The CASTLE age resolves the CASTLE routines and the other both of these issu-oy providing an software environment. environment that already contains the "shell" of modules necessary to User Interface Routines simulate a simple linear model of an airship up to a highly non-linear
The user interface routines model of the most complex aircraft are intended to provide a userunder development, friendly graphical environment for controlling a CASTLE simulation. The The CASTLE "Shell" routines communicate to the body of the CASTLE code through several The CASTLE package consist' of shared memory blocks, so that other several parts. These are the !.6 user interface packages may be "shell" modules, the simu., -"plugged in" iiistead of the standard development tools, and the airfzam, MOTIF windows environment. This specific modules (provided by th:
method "lso allows the user intersimulation developer).
The shell face package to run as a separate modules include the user interface task from the airframe executive if routines, the variable accessing desirad, and allows commands to come tools, the engineering analysis from external sources such as compackages, the airframe executive mand files. The ability to use comroutines, and the external communimand files to submit CASTLE images cations routines. Figure 1 The priao ry engineering analyacted upon, the ASCII string is oih tools that are built into the matched to an entry in a file that CASTLE package are u the Maneuver contains cofoon block definitions.
Function Generator (MANGEN), the The location within the coraon block tritoing facility, the Linear Model is noted, and the address of the Extraction (LME) utility, and the variable is calculated based on the Simulation Checking using an Optimal common block address, the base Prediction Evaluation (SCOPE) packaddress of the variable within the age. r'igital time history data is coVmon block, and any array offsets stored by data sets that point to requested. This methodology avoids locations in a large data buffer. As the pitfalls of specifically coding many as 50 different time histories variables, and allows the user may be stored simultaneously for almost unlimited power to specify comparison or use by the analysis variables for trimming and other tools. Figure 3 describes the data tasks.
The variable address was storage structure used internally in previously found by retrieving it CASTLE.
The digital data may be from the symol table created by the saved to external files in a variety VAX VMS debugger, but translating a of standard formats, as well as forsymbolic debugger symbol table is by mats defined by the user. The 3 digital data may also be stored pilot, which will be used as a true externally during a pilot-in-theaircraft maneuver generator. This loop session by passing it through will allow the user to define a tarshared memory to a real-time output get flight condition and have the routine, allowing virtually unlimaircraft fly to the specified condiited btorage capacity.
tion and execute the requested maneuver. It could also be used for commanding maneuvers such as Data Buffer "S-turns", wind-up turns, and level accelerations.
CASTLE Trim Facility
The CASTLE trim facility per- for the carrier landing environment, and a turbulence grid generated from Simulation Checking Using
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) an Optimal Prediction software is being incorporated for Evaluation (SCOPE) LHA-class ships.
One of the more frustrating Airframe-Specific tasks in developing an airframe Requirements simulation is getting it to perform like the actual article. The SCOPE The airframe developer is package allows the user to drive the responsible for providing airframesimulation with time history data specific modules to satisfy the and make a qualitative and quantitaairframe loop executive. AEROPLOT executive and the same airframe code that is linked to the If using FORTRAN for a module, CASTLE simulation. Although AEROPLOT the standard CASTLE header should be was originally developed as an used and the glossary section filled aerodynamic modeling tool, any out appropriately.
All "local" portion of the airframe simulation variables that will be accessed may be linked to AEROPLOT. It is an should be documented in the "LOCALS" invaluable method for doing end-tosection of the glossary. The EDITCOM end checks of a subsystem model. utility should be used to generate Common Descriptor Files (CDF) for
The Near Future all common blocks specific to the airframe simulation.
The CASCOMP The CASTLE package is continupre-compiler should then be used to ally adding new capabilities in generate equivalence statements.
response to the ubiquitous "what CASCOMP also uses the CDFs to add if...?" asked by the users. The modthe proper variable descriptions to ular interfaces and coding designs the glossary and to check the type make such expansions a generally declarations of the "global" varistraightforward process. One such ables. The "LOCALS" section is used effort is underway to tightly couple to create a CDF for the specific CASTLE and sophisticated analysis modu.e that contains local variables tools such as MATLAB® and other that may be accessed at run-time.
packages that perform Parameter The CASTLE coding standards require Identification (PID) and similar that all variables used in a advanced techniques. procedure be declared explicitly.
